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Population dynamics, a key determinant of climate and environmental risks
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Global changes in wildfire risks
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Integrated Population-Economy-Technology Science (iPETS) Model
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IPCC New Socioeconomic Scenarios: Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs)

- **SSP5**: Rapid Growth
- **SSP2**: Middle of the Road
- **SSP3**: Regional Rivalry
- **SSP4**: Inequality
- **SSP1**: Sustainability

Challenges to Mitigation

Challenges to Adaptation
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SSPs Global Projection Results: changes relative to 1950

**population size; urbanization; mean year of schooling; per capita GDP**
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Population Scenarios:

meeting the unmet need for family planning leads to 0.5 fewer births, reduces population projection from UN high to medium

Source: O'Neill et al 2010, PNAS.
Carbon Emissions Results
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Carbon Emissions Results
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Investment in education leads to slow population growth and slightly higher emissions
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Investment in education leads to substantially improving adaptive capacity (HDI)
Conclusion

• Population dynamics play a key role in sustainable development
• Changes in population sizes, composition, and distribution are important for meeting climate change mitigation and adaptation challenges
• Investments in education and reproductive health, changes in consumptive and productive behavior are crucial for achieving inclusive economic growth and sustainable development goals